Create and
explore your
own unique
coding journey.

rt0

Explore code,
unleash creativity

3 Learning Levels
for any skill-level

Hours of activities
at your fingertips

A combination of features and
sensors appeal to children of all
interests. Program the Root® rt0
coding robot to drive, draw, react
to touch, glow the colors of the
rainbow, play music and more.

Easy for beginners, but still
challenging enough to keep
experienced coders engaged.
Begin with graphical coding
before advancing to hybrid
coding, then full-text coding.

A learning library supports
individual, one-to-one or even
family participation. This content
includes guided tutorials, readyto-go coding projects, seasonal
activities and more!

With over 30 years of building and
programming robots, learn to
code from the expert that brings
you the Roomba® robot vacuum
and Braava® robot mop.

Specifications
PRODUCT
SKU

Root® rt0 features:

RT00020

Battery Type

Lithium ion

Connectivity

Bluetooth® Low Energy

New to coding? We have you covered

No matter your family’s experience
with coding or robotics, the Root®
rt0 coding robot makes learning to
program easy and advances with you
as your skills progress.

BOX CONTENTS
Root® rt0 Coding Robot
Charging Cable
Set of Vinyl Cling Stickers
Fold-Out Whiteboard
Microfiber Cloth
Dry Erase Marker

iRobot® Coding App included

The best part about learning with
robots? Seeing all you can do with
them. Pair your Root® coding robot
with the iRobot® Coding App using
Bluetooth® technology to watch your
code come alive.

SHIPPING
Retail Box UPC
Master Case UPC
Quantity per Master Case

885155024756
10885155024753
6

Retail Box
Dimensions (cm)

20 L x 10 W
20 H

Master Carton
Dimensions (cm)

40.9 L x 30.5 W
x 20.5 H

Retail Box Weight (kg)

.95 net

		

1.11 gross

Seamlessly switch Learning Levels

Master Carton Weight (kg)

2.85 net

Learn, play and create your own
coding journey by using the iRobot®
Coding platform’s auto-level
converter to instantly translate your
programs across all 3 Learning Levels.

		
6.04 gross
Pallet Count
		

288 units by sea
432 units by air

Root™ Brick Top accessory

Take your creativity to the next level
with the new Root™ Brick Top which lets
you turn the Root® robot into just about
anything you can imagine–from a
mobile catapult to a glowing rocket
ship. Compatible with a variety of
common building blocks. Root™ Brick
Top sold separately.
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